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Scope of this report
In a letter provided to me and dated 24 September, 2021 (appended to this report), Oakwood Legal
posed three questions. These questions are provided below then each is subsequently given in bold and
followed by my response.
I have been asked to address the following 3 questions:
1. Do regeneration burns pose risks for the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers? If so, please
describe those risks.
2. Are there actions that can be taken by the entity planning and conducting, or responsible for planning
and conducting, regeneration burns which will as far as possible prevent regeneration burns disturbing
the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers?
If so, please describe those actions and set out their rationale.
Please include only actions that, as required by cl 2.2.2.2 of the Code, are consistent with relevant
monitoring and research that has improved the understanding of the effects of forest management on
forest ecology and conservation values.
3. Please provide a set of principles or guidelines or a protocol that must be observed in the planning
and conduct of regeneration burns in the vicinity of Tree Geebung buffers, in order to as far as possible
prevent regeneration burns disturbing the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers.
Qualifications and experience
My qualifications and experience relevant to the question of regeneration burns and Tree Geebungs are
given in detail in my appended CV. In summary, I have taught university courses on forest fire science
and management for 28 years and have conducted research into the ecological effects of regeneration
burns, also called slashburns, for over 40 years. I have been the burn boss (equivalent to the Victorian
burn officer in charge) of 4 slashburns and have attended and studied several dozen other slashburns.
Although most of my work has been in British Columbia, Canada, I have also worked in eucalypt forests
in Victoria, conducting research into water and nutrient movement through forests in Melbourne’s
Maroondah catchment, and most recently participating in citizen science studies looking at Grass Tree
dieback in the Brisbane Ranges, stag-watching in wetter Central Highlands forests, influence of
mountain ash forest age on bird species, and fuel assessment in drier Central Highlands forests. I
currently live near Healesville, spending several months per year, COVID-permitting, in British Columbia.
Response to the questions
1. Do regeneration burns pose risks for the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers? If so, please
describe those risks.
Slashburns do pose risks for vegetation within buffers either within or adjacent to the harvest zone. This
occurs either when the burn escapes its planned designated area or when heat from the burn damages
the vegetation in the buffers.
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Prescribed burns do escape in Victoria (DSE Victoria 2010), with 71 escapes recorded between 2005 and
2015 (Lancefield-Cobaw Fire Investigation Team 2015). Major escapes of prescribed fires in living
vegetation have resulted in inquiries. Some conclusions of recent inquiries have been the following:
•
•

“The dynamic nature of the environment in which prescribed burning takes place, means that
some burn escapes are inevitable” (Emergency Services Commissioner 2005).
“Planned burning, while being an effective and essential bushfire risk treatment, has an element
of inherent risk. Control issues and escapes have occurred in the past on both public and private
lands” (Lancefield-Cobaw Fire Investigation Team 2015).

It is unclear whether slashburns are included in these prescribed burn escape statistics, but one can
easily observe escaped slashburns, as illustrated in the 3 following photos (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Escaped slashburns near Lake Mountain, 2004. Photos – M. Feller.
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Figure 2. Escaped slashburn near Toolangi, 2014. Photo – M. Feller.
Even when strict precautions are taken, as in a rigorous scientific study of slashburning in wetter
Tasmanian forests, 10-13% of burns escaped (Scott et al. 2012).
Vegetation adjacent to a slashburn may also be killed or damaged by heat coming off the burn. The
likelihood of plant tissue being killed by fire depends on the amount of heat it receives, which is
determined by the temperature reached and the duration of exposure. When the temperature of cells
in vegetation is raised to 40oC or more, the cells can be killed. As shown in the figure below (taken from
Whelan 1995), this relationship varies with plant species, with shorter durations of heating required for
higher temperatures, but generally durations of less than 3 minutes at 50oC will kill plant cells. Certain
plant tissues, such as meristems (growing cells) or buds, are more sensitive to heat when they are
growing and their tissue moisture is high. Plant mortality depends on the amount of meristematic
tissues killed. Such tissues along tree and shrub stems are protected from heating by bark, the degree of
protection primarily determined by bark thickness (Brown and Kapler Smith 2000). As Tree Geebungs
are thin-barked, they are relatively susceptible to heating from fire (Mueck et al. 1996).
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Heat from slashburns will move into the adjacent vegetation primarily by radiation and its effects can
also be observed around our slashburns, as shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Heat from this slashburn scorched and killed plant tissue in the tree ferns and some shrubs
adjacent to the burn (at edge of forest left of centre) near Toolangi, 2016. Photo – M. Feller.
Even if lethal temperatures are not reached when vegetation is heated, heating to sub-lethal
temperatures can also damage plants. Sublethal tissue temperatures of 30°C to 60°C can cause
physiological changes to (a) oxygen supply, (b) membrane function, or (c) enzyme activity that can stress
plants, which might impair their growth or reproduction (Kelsey and Westlind 2017).
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2. Are there actions that can be taken by the entity planning and conducting, or responsible for
planning and conducting, regeneration burns which will as far as possible prevent regeneration burns
disturbing the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers? If so, please describe those actions and set
out their rationale.
Please include only actions that, as required by cl 2.2.2.2 of the Code [conservation of biodiversity],
are consistent with relevant monitoring and research that has improved the understanding of the
effects of forest management on forest ecology and conservation values.
Leaving unlogged patches within clearfelled coupes is equivalent to variable retention or aggregated
retention harvesting. Studies which include slashburns within such retention coupes in wet forests in
Victoria and Tasmania (Lindenmayer 2009, Lindenmayer et al. 2019, Neyland and Jean 2011, Neyland et
al. 2009, Scott et al. 2012) can be used to provide guidelines to minimise adverse effects of the burns on
adjacent vegetation. It is unclear, however, if adverse effects can be completely eliminated since even
the most carefully conducted logging and burning operations have caused some adverse effects and
slashburns have been found to damage many islands of unlogged forest left within coupes in Victorian
mountain ash forests (Lindenmayer et al. 2019).
To minimise adverse effects it is necessary to 1) prevent fire from escaping into the buffers, and 2)
prevent over-heating of the vegetation in the buffers. For this, advance planning is necessary.
Advance planning – minimise the number of Tree Geebungs within a logging coupe
The boundaries of an area to be logged and burned should be chosen to avoid as many Tree Geebungs
as possible. Patches of Tree Geebungs and their buffers are more likely to be affected by fire if they are
islands totally within, rather than at the edge of, a logging coupe. Scott et al. (2012) found that in wet
eucalypt forests in Tasmania, 28% of the island patch area burned vs 5% of the edge patch area.
Tree Geebungs and their buffers may not be able to be protected against slashburns in areas with steep
terrain as slash manipulation activities to protect buffers may be conducted only with difficulty or not at
all for human safety reasons. This problem can be minimised by careful location of coupe boundaries.
This requires field assessment of proposed coupes and adjacent areas. It is noteworthy that one of the
findings of the Lancefield-Cobaw Fire Investigation Team (2015) was that “The burn planning process
does not produce a plan that adequately portrays the surrounding area and the associated fuels, assets
and values”. This emphasises the need to assess the area beyond the boundaries of any proposed coupe
in order to determine the final location of the coupe boundaries.
Preventing fire from escaping into the buffers
•

•

Use large firebreaks (an area where fuel is removed). The larger the firebreak around a buffer
the more likely is that buffer to be protected from a slashburn. Even though Scott et al. (2012)
used 10m wide firebreaks, double the normal width, to protect vegetation left in patches within
slashburns in wet eucalypt forests in Tasmania, such patches still sometimes burned. Large
firebreaks are expensive to build, are more difficult to build in steep terrain, and the compacted
soil in the firebreaks can hinder regeneration and can result in substantial erosion, so they may
not always be desirable to construct. Careful location of coupe boundaries can minimise
problems with firebreak construction.
Minimise slash load (quantity) around the edges of buffers and the adjacent logged coupe. The
more slash that is located near a buffer, the greater will be the heating of the buffer when the
slash is burned. Slash can be pushed some distance away from the buffer-coupe interface,
possibly into piles or windrows, but all slash accumulations should be some distance from the
edge of the firebreak. A precise distance cannot be given as heating of vegetation in the buffer
depends on fire duration and intensity, which in turn depend on slash characteristics such as
total fuel load, distribution of fuel sizes (larger logs will burn for a longer time than smaller logs),
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•
•

•

•

and fuel moisture content. Greater heating of a buffer will also occur from burning slash
downslope of the buffer, compared to upslope, and if wind is blowing towards, rather than
away from, a buffer.
Slash load adjacent to buffers can be minimised by falling trees with their crowns away from the
buffers.
Keep slash out of buffers and avoid killing vegetation in buffers which increases dead fuel
quantities there. Dead plant material is more likely to burn than living plant material. Thus,
machinery should not be used in buffers.
Remove any cull trees or stags left within the coupe within 1 – 2 tree lengths of a buffer edge to
minimise likelihood of spotting into the buffer. Elevated fuels, particularly tree bark, are
significant causes of spotting (Ellis 2011, Gould et al. 2007).
Use an ignition pattern which draws fire away from buffers by creating convection away from
buffers, as illustrated in Figure 4. Such ignition can be facilitated by creating fuel accumulations
away from buffers. Igniting these fuel accumulations first can create convection and draw
flames and embers away from buffers. This decreases the likelihood of fire burning into the
buffers and of heating of the buffers.

Figure 4. Example of a slashburn in Tasmania with convection drawing fire away from the edges
of the area. Photo taken from Scherl et al. (2020).
•

•

Burn when the dead fine fuel moisture content in the buffers is at least 2% greater than in the
cutover area (fuel moisture should be > 17%). This reduces the likelihood of the buffer burning
and makes a spot fire unlikely (Tolhurst and Cheney 1999).
Ensure that there is no fire burning near the edges of the firebreaks before crews leave the burn
at the end of the day. Mop-up (putting out fire) around these edges should be thorough. Fire is
more likely to move through or cross a firebreak in the absence of people.

Preventing over-heating of the vegetation in the buffers
•
Minimise slash load (quantity) around the edges of buffers and the adjacent logged coupe.
•
Use an ignition pattern which draws fire away from buffers by creating convection away from
buffers.
•
Use a lower intensity fire which causes less heating and plant mortality, particularly of buffers
completely within a coupe. Thus, Gibbons and Lindenmayer (2000) found that the proportion of
all retained trees that were killed after logging was 37% on sites treated with a high-intensity
slashburn and 14% on sites treated with a low-intensity slashburn.
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•

Burn when the dead fine fuel moisture is not too low. Cutover area dead fine fuel moisture
should be > 15%. Such a moisture content will help to reduce fire intensity but eucalypt litter
will still be moderately easy to ignite and burning will be sustained (Tolhurst and Cheney 1999).

3. Please provide a set of principles or guidelines or a protocol that must be observed in the planning
and conduct of regeneration burns in the vicinity of Tree Geebung buffers, in order to as far as
possible prevent regeneration burns disturbing the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers.
1. Conduct a field assessment of a proposed logging coupe and adjacent areas. Such an
assessment should include looking for endangered species, such as Tree Geebungs, and
opportunities for firebreak construction around areas (buffers) to be protected from logging
and slashburning.
2. Use the field assessment to adjust the coupe boundaries, if necessary, to minimise patches to
be protected within the coupe and maximise these patches at the edge of the coupe, if the
coupe is to be burned.
3. Construct large firebreaks (10m wide) around buffers to be protected.
4. Minimise slash load near firebreaks by pushing slash away, if necessary, and falling trees with
their crowns away from the firebreaks.
5. Keep slash out of buffers and avoid any activities, such as machinery use, which could kill
vegetation in buffers.
6. Remove any cull trees or stags left within the coupe within 1 – 2 tree lengths of a buffer edge.
7. Use an ignition pattern which draws fire away from buffers by creating convection away from
buffers. Create fuel accumulations away from buffers, if necessary, to achieve such ignition.
8. Use a lower intensity fire, but one whose intensity is sufficient to draw fire away from buffers.
9. Burn when the dead fine fuel moisture is not too low. Cutover area dead fine fuel moisture
should be > 15% and the dead fine fuel moisture content in buffers should be at least 2%
greater than in the cutover area (fuel moisture should be > 17%).
10. Ensure that there is no fire burning near the edges of the firebreaks before crews leave the burn
at the end of the day.
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Emeritus Associate Professor Michael Feller
Forest and Conservation Sciences Department
Faculty of Forestry
University of British Columbia
Vancouver BC
Canada
By email:michael.feller@ubc.ca
Dear Professor Feller,
WARBURTON ENVIRONMENT INC -v- VICFORESTS, SUPREME COURT PROCEEDINGS S ECI 2020 002461
REQUEST FOR EXPERT REPORT

1.

We act for Warburton Environment Inc, plaintiff in the above proceeding.

2.

We are instructed to seek an expert report from you responding to the questions set out below.

Your duty as an expert and some matters pertaining to your report
3.

Please find attached the Victorian Supreme Court’s Expert Witness Code of Conduct. We ask that
you read it carefully before commencing work on the report.

4.

Please ensure that your report conforms with the requirements set out in section 3 of the Expert
Witness Code of Conduct.

5.

Some points to note are that your report must include the acknowledgement set out at paragraph
3(b) and the declaration set out at paragraph 3(i) of the Code

6.

In addition, we request that you sign the report (electronic signature is acceptable) in order to
comply with Order 44.03(4) of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules 2015.

7.

Please include your curriculum vitae and a copy of these instructions as annexures to your report.

8.

Finally, please ensure that your report sets out the reasoning and research which forms the basis
for the opinions expressed in it.

OAKWOOD LEGAL | ABN 80 818 505 087
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation

Background matters in issue
Our client alleges that VicForests, the Victorian government entity authorised to log native forests, is
required to protect Tree Geebungs from disturbance in the course of conducting timber harvesting
operations.
Our client further alleges, and VicForests denies, that:
(a) VicForests must retain buffers of undisturbed vegetation around each Tree Geebung identified
in or near the harvest zone or alternatively, each mature Tree Geebung and each juvenile Tree
Geebung located more than 100 metres from a mature Tree Geebung (Tree Geebung buffers).
Tree Geebung buffers should be at least 100 metres in diameter, and the protected Tree
Geebung should be located no less than 15 metres from their boundary.
(b) In the course of conducting regeneration burns (and other timber harvesting operations),
VicForests must do all things reasonably necessary to ensure that the vegetation within the
buffers remains undisturbed.
Our client alleges that the above obligations arise from:
(a) The management prescription in Appendix 3 Table 14 of the Management Standards and
Procedures for timber harvesting operations in Victoria’s State Forests 2014 (Standards) which
provides, in respect of Tree Geebung in the Central Highlands:
Protect mature individuals from disturbance where possible
(b) Clause 2.2.2.10 of the Code of Practice of Timber Production 2014 (Code), which relevantly
requires long-lived understorey species to be retained and protected to provide for the
continuity and replacement of existing vegetation types within each coupe.
(c) Clause 2.2.2.2 of the Code which requires application of the precautionary principle to
conservation of biodiversity values, in a way which is consistent with relevant monitoring and
research that has improved the understanding of the effects of forest management on forest
ecology and conservation values.
The ‘precautionary principle’ is defined in the Code to mean the principle that, when
contemplating decisions that will affect the environment, careful evaluation of management
options be undertaken to wherever practical avoid serious or irreversible damage to the
environment; and to properly assess the risk-weighted consequences of various options. When
dealing with threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific
certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental
degradation.

Background facts
We are instructed that the debris remaining after tree felling operations (“slash”) is commonly burned
some time after tree-felling has been completed. This post-harvest burning operation is also known as
a “regeneration burn”.
Because Tree Geebungs may be found anywhere in or near the harvest zone, the Tree Geebung buffers
might be found in any configuration in or near the zone – for example, there may be an isolated buffer
zone or isolated buffer zones in the middle of the harvest unit. There may be multiple overlapping
zones forming a large area of forest. And there may be buffers that overlap and merge with the
surrounding unharvested forest on the periphery of the harvest zone.
Questions
We do not seek your opinion in relation to the question of whether VicForests is required to retain the
Tree Geebung buffers in order to comply with its obligations set out in Appendix 3 Table 14 of the
Standards, clause 2.2.2.10 of the Code, or cl 2.2.2.2 of the Code.
Rather, our questions relate to the things (if any) that are reasonably necessary to be done in the
course of conducting regeneration burns, in order to ensure that vegetation within the Tree Geebung
buffers remains undisturbed.
Question 1
Do regeneration burns pose risks for the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers? If so, please describe
those risks.
Question 2
Are there actions that can be taken by the entity planning and conducting, or responsible for planning
and conducting, regeneration burns which will as far as possible prevent regeneration burns disturbing
the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers?
If so, please describe those actions and set out their rationale.
Please include only actions that, as required by cl 2.2.2.2 of the Code, are consistent with relevant
monitoring and research that has improved the understanding of the effects of forest management on
forest ecology and conservation values.
Question 3
Question 3 applies only if you have identified actions in response to question 2.

Please provide a set of principles or guidelines or a protocol that must be observed in the planning and
conduct of regeneration burns in the vicinity of Tree Geebung buffers, in order to as far as possible
prevent regeneration burns disturbing the vegetation within Tree Geebung buffers.
These principle or guidelines or this protocol should:
a. draw on your response to question 2 (and therefore not require further setting out of
rationales); and
b. as far as possible, provide clear, concise and adequate guidance to enable persons planning
and conducting regeneration burns to prevent or minimise disturbance to vegetation within
nearby Tree Geebung buffers caused by the burns.
There is some time urgency associated with this report, as the parties must adhere to a court-imposed
series of pre-trial deadlines. We would be grateful if you could complete this report by 30 September
2021.
Please contact the writer if you require any further assistance or information for the preparation of
your report.
Yours sincerely
Oakwood Legal

Per;
Encl.

Curriculum vitae of Michael Feller
Post-secondary education
B. Sc. Honours 1969 University of Melbourne
M. Sc. (Chemistry) University of Melbourne
Ph. D. (Forest ecology) 1975 University of British Columbia.
Work experience
Position

Dates

Lecturer, Department of Agriculture and Forestry, University of Melbourne

1975-1979

Post Doctoral Fellow, University of British Columbia

1979-1981

NSERC University Research Fellow, University of British Columbia

1981-1983

Assistant Professor, University of British Columbia

1983-1990

Associate Professor, University of British Columbia

1990- 2009

Emeritus Associate Professor, University of British Columbia

2009 - present

Areas of expertise
My research and teaching have been in the fields of forest fire ecology, forest hydrology, and forest
nutrient cycling. During my teaching in Canada I was responsible for teaching all courses on forest
fire science and management from 1983 to 2009. These courses included large sections on planning
and conducting prescribed burns of logging slash (slashburning).
I have conducted research both in Eucalyptus forests in Melbourne’s Maroondah water supply
catchment (1975-79) as well as in forests throughout British Columbia. The British Columbian
research included studies of forest fuels, forest fire and prescribed burning ecology, and many
studies of slashburning effects on vegetation, soils, and water. I was the burn boss (equivalent to the
Victorian burn officer in charge) of 4 slashburns (both helicopter and ground ignition burns) and
have attended several dozen other slashburns.
During the last 10 years I have participated in citizen science studies in Victoria, looking at Grass Tree
dieback in the Brisbane Ranges, stag-watching in wetter Central Highlands forests, and fuel
assessment in drier Central Highlands forests.
Invitations to present papers at the following conferences relevant to slashburning:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Forest fuel management Conference, Portland, Oregon, (2006).
Public Forum on fire management in Pacific Spirit Park, Vancouver, (2005).
Moderate severity fire regime conference. Spokane, WA (2004).
54th Annual Meeting of the Society for Range Management, Hawaii, U.S.A.
(Prescribed burning for ecosystem restoration in western Canada), (2001)
Structural attributes of fire-maintained ecosystems workshop, Kamloops (2000)
Merck Lecture series, Roanoke College, Virginia, U.S.A. (Fire and forests: fact and
fiction), (1999)
Symposium on fire and ecosystem restoration in dry interior forests (1997)
SISCO Summer Tour - Sicamous Creek Research Project (1997)

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Sicamous Ck. Silvicultural Systems Project Workshop (1996)
Montane Alternative Silviculture Systems Workshop (1995)
Integrated Forest Vegetation Management Workshop (1993)
Northwest Fire Council 1991 Annual Meeting (1991)
Central Interior Fire Management Committee Symposium (1991)
Forestry Canada Symposium on prescribed burning (1991)
Central Interior Fire Protection Committee Symposium (1986)
Northwest Forest Fire Council 1986 Annual Meeting (1986)
B.C. Southern Interior Silviculture Committee Meeting (1985)
B.C. Min. For. Prescribed fire-forest soils symposium (1982)

Organiser or on the organising committee for the following conferences/workshops relevant to
slashburning:
•
•
•
•

Member of organizing committee for conference on moderate severity fire regimes,
Spokane, Washington. Association for Fire Ecology (2004).
Member of organizing committee for Northwest Fire Council annual meeting and conference
in 1988 and 1991, Victoria, B.C.
Member of steering committee for the 2nd International Wildland Fire Symposium,
Vancouver, 1998.
Organizer of workshop on Range and Wildlife Habitat Prescribed Burning (1987).

Member of the following professional organisations/committees relevant to slashburning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institute of Foresters of Australia (1976 - 2015)
Vancouver Region Fire Control Group (1983 – 1995)
Northwest Forest Fire Council - Steering Committee member (1984-1997)
Canadian University forestry school's representative on Canadian Committee on Forest Fire
Management (NSERC Associate Committee) (1986-1989)
Member of peer panel review committee of Canadian Forestry Service fire research program,
Pacific Forestry Centre (1988)
Association of Professional Biologists of B.C. - Registered Professional Biologist (1988-2004)
B.C. Medical Association Environmental Health Committee (1991-1992, 1997-2003)
Member of peer review committee of the Greater Victoria Water District's management plan
(1993)
Second International Wildland Fire Conference steering committee member (1995-1997)
Member of Sicamous Silvicultural Systems research project management committee (1998 –
2010)
Association for Fire Ecology (2004 – 2010)

Consultant to:
•
•
•

Research Branch, B.C. Ministry of Forests, Vancouver Forest Region, 1980-82 (work on
slashburning guidelines for the Vancouver Forest Region).
Protection Branch, B.C. Ministry of Forests, Vancouver Forest Region, 1985-86 (work on
smoke management guidelines and assessment of problems with the use of the Canadian
Fire Weather Index System in the Vancouver Forest Region).
Whonnock Industries Ltd., B.C., 1987 (assessment of forest fire hazard and forest fire
problems in the Homathko River drainage).

•
•
•

B.C. Ministry of Forests, 1988-89 (development of smoke management guidelines for
slashburning).
Member of team assessing proposed logging areas in Vancouver's watersheds, consultant to
Greater Vancouver Water District (1992 – 1995).
University of B.C. Botanical Gardens, 1997 (identification of Eucalyptus species present).

Scientific publications pertinent to the current issue of slashburning management and ecology
Chandler, J.R., Haeussler, S., Hamilton, E.H., Feller, M., Bradfield, G. and Simard, S.W. 2017. Twenty
years of ecosystem response after clearcutting and slashburning in conifer forests of central
British Columbia, Canada. PLoS ONE 12(2): e0172667. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172667
Feller, M.C., and Klenner, W. 2011. Short-term effects of prescribed burning on radial growth of
Douglas-fir trees in south central British Columbia. International Journal of Wildland Fire 20:
876–887.
Feller, M., and G. Walker. 2008. Old-growth and forest fire in ICH forests near Revelstoke, B.C. Inland
Rainforest Conference, University of Northern B.C., Prince George, B.C.
http://wetbelt.unbc.ca/2008-conference.html
Kopra, K., and Feller, M.C. 2007. Forest fires and old-growth forest abundance in wet, cold,
Engelmann Spruce – Subalpine Fir forests of British Columbia, Canada. Natural Areas Journal
27: 345-353.
Feller, M.C., and S.L. Pollock. 2006. Variation in surface and crown fire hazard with stand age in
managed Coastal Western Hemlock zone forests in southwestern British Columbia. P. 367380 in B.W. Butler and P.L. Andrews (Compilers) Fuels management – how to measure
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